
Ebix/HealthConnect Online Renewals

Ebix/HealthConnect Online Renewals is an online solution for the group renewal process. The Renewal
module can be integrated with Ebix/HealthConnect’s Quoting and Enrollment applications or deployed on a
stand-alone basis. Ebix/HealthConnect Renewal takes the traditional time-consuming, paper-based renewal
process and turns it into a fast and flexible process for carriers, brokers and employer groups. Through
intuitive workflow, Ebix/HealthConnect Online Renewal enables a broker to conduct the group renewal
process on the carrier’s website. The Renewal tool has been designed so that with just a few simple
steps the broker can review rates and benefits for groups in their renewal cycle. The broker can
confirm the employer’s acceptance of their renewal without changes, or review alternative plans and
submit a request for these changes to be implemented by the carrier. This eliminates many
inefficiencies for the carrier, broker and group administrator, and allows the carrier to process group
renewals electronically.

Ebix/HealthConnect Online Renewal is made up of five main components:
• Search groups that are ready for renewal
• Review a renewal
• Run/compare alternate plan options
• Create/send proposals 
• Renew the group
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Carrier Branding
The entire renewal process is conducted on the carrier’s website. The renewal process is conducted in a
controlled access environment where the broker can compare the renewal plan to other plans offered by the
carrier, but is prevented from easy spreadsheet comparisons versus competing carrier plans. All navigation is
kept intact, allowing the user to reach easily other areas on the carrier’s site.

Broker Registration 
The broker logs into the Broker area of the carrier’s website with their existing username and password, or
registers to obtain access if they are a first time visitor



Search Group Renewals 
The broker enters the renewal effective date and all groups within his book of business with that renewal
date are retrieved. The broker could also search for a specific group by Group Name or Group ID.

Group Listing
After accessing his renewing groups, the broker selects a particular group.

 



Group Information 
After selecting a group, the broker can see summary information about the group and perform three functions:
(i) run new plan options; (ii) send proposals to client; and (iii) renew the group.

Select Plan Options 
The broker can select different plans, optional riders, and other variables and compare those quotes to the
current and renewal plan. The broker can save one or more of those quotes he is working on and send it to
the “view/send proposals” section.

 



View Details 
The broker can compare the different quotes and select which ones to present to the client for review.

Send Proposal
The final proposal can be printed locally by the broker or e-mailed to the client directly.

 



Renew Group
After reviewing the available renewal options with the client, the broker can then renew the group. The
renewal can be done “as is” or “with changes”, and the broker is asked to confirm they have selected the
correct renewal plan.

Renewal Authorization
If the carrier wishes to allow the broker to authorize the renewal on behalf of the group, the broker could do
so and a letter outlining the final renewal would be sent to the group for confirmation. If the carrier does not
wish to allow the broker to renew the case on behalf of the group, or the broker does not wish to renew the
group, the renewal information is sent to the client to authorize and then sent back to the carrier.

 



Renewal Confirmation
Once the renewal is selected (either “as is” or “with changes”) the broker is asked to confirm the renewal.
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